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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let UC Spec R. Let T, be the transform 
(~1 u is in the total quotient ring of R, and (R: U) & P for all PE U>. Let 
B(R) = {P E Spec R I grade P, = 1 }, and let 8(R) = {P E Spec R 1 the com- 
pletion (R,)* has a depth 1 prime divisor of zero). The main result of the 
first section says that Tci is a finite R-module if and only if every regular 
prime in &P(R) is contained in some prime in U, and with linitely many 
exceptions, every regular prime in g(R) is contained in some prime in U. 
We then apply this result to various well-known transforms of R. 
A transform which recently has drawn interest, is R’ = T, for U = d?(R). 
It was known that R” is the union of all ideal transforms of R which hap- 
pen to be finite R-modules, but it was not known when R’ itself is finite. 
Here, we show that R” is a finite R-module if and only if the set A(K)= 
(PE@(R)I no prime in d(R) contains P) is finite. 
The second section of the paper studies when A(R), and the larger set 
JL-( R) = Y(R) - b(R), are finite. We show that this occurs quite 
frequently. A major result is that if R E -4 c B are Noetherian rings with 
B finitely generated over R, and if R is semilocal, then M(A) is finite, and 
so A’ is a finite A-module. 
The third section asks some questions, and makes related comments. 
*The authors’ research on this paper was partially supported by the National Science 
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1. FINITE TRANSFORMS 
Notation. Throughout this paper, R will denote a commutative 
Noetherian ring with total quotient ring Q(R). We will consider a subset U 
of spec R, and the transform determined by U, T, = {u E Q(R) 1 (R: u) G P 
for all P E U}, where (R: U) consists of those elements r E R such that 
ruER. 
We now list several transforms of this sort which have drawn attention 
in the literature. 
(1) Let U be the set of height one primes. The resulting transform is 
denoted R(l), and has often appeared. 
(2) Let U consist of all nonmaximal primes in Spec R. The resulting 
transform is denoted R”, and has often appeared. 
(3) For I a regular ideal, let U consist of those primes not con- 
taining I. Here, T, is usually denoted T(Z). It is well known, and will play a 
central role in this paper. One easily sees that equivalently, T(Z) = 
{uEQ(R)IZ~R~~(R: u)}. 
DEFINITION. Let 9(R) denote the set of primes in Spec R which satisfy 
the following three (obviously) equivalent conditions. 
(i) Grade P, = 1. 
(ii) P E Ass R/xR for some x E P which is R,-regular. 
(iii) P E Ass RfxR for any x E P which is R,-regular. 
(4) Let U = B(R). Here, T, = R, as is well known. We mention this 
example primarily to compare it to the next one, for the interplay between 
Y(R) and b(R) is crucial to us. 
DEFINITION. b(R) = {P E Spec R 1 P 4 Ass R, and the completion (R,)* 
of R, has a depth 1 prime divisor of zero}. 
(5) Let U = d(R). The resulting transform is denoted R’. There is a 
close connection between R’ and those ideal transforms which are finite 
R-modules, as is shown by theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Z be a regular ideal in R. The following are equivalent. 
(a) T(Z) is a finite R-module. 
(b) T(Z) G R’. 
(c) Z @ P, for all PE c?(R). 
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Furthermore, R’ = uT( I), over all those T(I) which are finite R-modules 
(I regular). 
Proof: Combine [2, Corollary 10.12, Proposition 10.11(i) o (ii), and 
Proposition 10.2 11. 
LEMMA 1.2. J?(R) E Y(R). 
Proof If PE b(R), then (P,)* has height one modulo a prime of grade 
zero. As (R,)* is local, it is well known that this implies grade (P,)* = 1. 
Thus P E 9(R). 
We come to our first main result. The statement of Theorem 1.3, and 
later results, is simplified by use of the next definition. Note that U and Ug 
determine the same transformation. 
DEFINITION. If UESpecR, let Ug={PoSpecRIthere is a P’EU with 
PEP’}. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let U E Spec R. The following are equivalent. 
(a) T, is a finite R-module. 
(b) There is a finite subset {plr...,pn} of B(R)- (I??(R)~ u Ug), con- 
sisting of regular primes, such that T, = T(p, n . . n p,). 
(c) There are no regular primes in b(R) - Ug, and only finitely many 
regular primes in 9(R) - Us. 
Proof Let T= To. 
(a) =- (b) Let x1,..., x, be module generators for T, and let 
Z= (R: xl)n ... n (R: x,), which is a regular ideal. Since IT c R, we have 
TG T(Z). Let u E T(Z). Then ZE Rad(R: u). Since for each i, (R: xi) @ P for 
all P E U, the same is true of Z, and hence of (R: u). This shows that u E T. 
Therefore, T= T(Z). If we now take {pi ,..., p,} to be the primes minimal 
over Z, obviously T = T(Z) = T(p, n . . . np,). Furthermore for any such pi, 
the preceding shows that pi $ Ug, while the finiteness of T and Theorem 1.1 
show that pi 4 &‘(R)g. Finally, since pi is minimal over (R: xi) for some 
j= l,..., m, we easily see that pi E B(R). This proves (b). 
(b) = (a) This is immediate from Theorem 1.1. 
(a) =- (c) Assume that (a), and hence (b), holds. Then T is Noetherian 
and equals T(J), with J=p, n ... np, as in (b). Let p be a regular prime 
in b(R). We need p E Ug. Now p has the form p = (e: f) for some e,fE R 
with e regular. Let S= R-p. Since p E d(R), J $ p, by (b). We easily see 
T, = T(J)s = R,. We now see that (e:f) R, =pP = qs for some prime q of T 
having the form q = (e:, h), with q n R =p. As (e: h) # T, h/e 4 T. Therefore, 
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for some PEU, (R:h/e)cP. We claim that (e:rh)n(R-P)=@. 
Otherwise, for some s E R - P and t E T, sh = et. As t E T, (R: t) g P, so 
there is an s’ E R- P with s’sh = e(s’t) ERR. Thus s’s E (R: h/e). This con- 
tradicts that (R: h/e) E P. Therefore q = (e:, h) is disjoint from R - P, as 
claimed. As q n R =p, we see that p G P E U. That is, p E UR, and we have 
proved the first statement of (d). Next, suppose that V= {q E 9( R) - U” 1 q 
is regular}. We must show that T/ is finite. Each q E V has the form 
q = (g:f) for some f, g E R with g regular. Since this ideal is not contained 
in P for all P E U, we have f/g E T = T(J). Therefore J G Rad( g: f) = q. That 
is, every q E V contains J. If c is a regular element of J, then every q E V is a 
prime divisor of CR. Therefore, V is finite. 
(c) + (b) Suppose (c) holds, and let pl,..., pn be all of the regular primes 
in Y(R) - Ug. By the first phrase in (c), we see that each pi is also not in 
c?(R)~. To prove (b), we must show that T= T(p, n . . . np,). First, sup- 
pose that u is in this ideal transform. Then p1 n ... np, G Rad(R: u). Since 
each pi $ Ug, clearly (R: u) @ P for all P E U. Therefore, v E T. Thus T con- 
tains our ideal transform. Next, pick w E T. We have that (R: w) 6 P for all 
P E U, and so if p is minimal over (R: w), then p I$ Up. However, p is in 
9(R). Clearly p is regular, and so equals one of p1 ,..., p,,. As this holds for 
all p minimal over (R: w), we see that w E T(pl n . .. np,). Therefore this 
ideal transform equals T, so (b) holds. 
Notation. Let M(R) = .9’(R) -b(R), and A!(R) = C?(R) - &(R)g. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Then 
(a) R” is a finite R-module if and only if there are only finitely many 
maximal ideals in 9(R), and none in b(R). 
(b) R(l) is a finite R-module if and only if every regular prime in b(R) 
has height 1, and only finitely many regular primes in Y(R) have height > 1. 
(c) R’ is a finite R-module if and only if At’(R) is finite. 
(d) For any regular ideal I, T(I) n R’ is a finite R-module. 
Proof. (a) This is immediate from Theorem 1.3 and the fact that any 
nonregular maximal ideal is in Ass R, and so is not in B(R). 
(b) This is immediate from Theorem 1.3 and the fact that if a 
height 1 prime contains a regular prime, the two are equal. 
(c) Theorem 1.3 immediately shows that R’ is a finite R-module if 
and only if A(R) contains only finitely many regular primes. We now 
claim that in general, A(R) can contain at most finitely many nonregular 
primes. Otherwise, there would be a Q E Ass R which contains infinitely 
many primes in H”(R). This would violate Proposition 2.3, proved in the 
next section. 
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(d) Clearly, T(Z) n R’ = T, with U = {P E Spec R 1 Z & P} u 8(R). 
We claim U satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 1.3, the part concerning 
b(R) being trivial. Thus let P be a regular prime in 9(R) which is not in 
Ug. Then P $ U, and so ZG P. If c is a regular element in Z, then P is a 
prime divisor of CR. Therefore, such P are finite in number. 
In our next corollary, we take R to be a Noetherian ring with M(R) 
finite. In Section 2, we shall see that this condition is often satisfied. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring with M(R) finite. Then 
(a) Zf U c Spec R, To is a finite R-module if and only if there are no 
regular primes in d(R) - UR. 
(b) R’ is a finite R-module. 
(c) R” is a finite R-module if and only tf no maximal ideal of R is in 
d(R). 
(d) R(l) is a finite R-module if and only tf every regular prime in B(R) 
has height 1. 
(e) Suppose also that R is locally unmixed. Then R(l) is a finite 
R-module. 
(f) Suppose that R is a locally unmixed domain, and that the domain A 
is finitely generated over R. Then A(” is a finite A-module. 
Proof Parts (a)-(d) are immediate from Theorem 1.3 and 
Corollary 1.4. For (e), if PE b(R), (R,)* has a depth 1 prime divisor of 
zero. R, being unmixed means that all primes in Ass(R,)* have depth 
equal to height P. Therefore height P = 1. Thus (e) follows from (d). 
Finally, for (f), the hypothesis and [4, Corollary, p. 611 imply that A is 
locally unmixed. Also, proposition 2.4 shows that .M(A) is finite. Thus f 
follows from (e). 
2. FINITENESS OF N(R) AND A(R) 
We begin with an easy lemma which shows that N(R), and its sub- 
set A(R) are often finite. This lemma will also be of use later. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian domain whose integral closure R’ is a 
finite R-module. Then 1(R) is finite. 
Proof. Pick 0 #x E R with xR’ E R. Consider any PE 9(R). If x 4 P, 
then because R c R’ E R,, we easily see that P, n R’ E B(R’). Thus height 
P, n R = 1. It follows that height P = 1, so that P E b(R). This shows that if 
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PE M(R), then x E P. Each such P is a prime divisor of x, so M(R) is 
finite. 
We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R c A c B be Noetherian rings with B finitely 
generated over R. Then 
(a) tf R is semi-local, J’“(A) is finite. 
(b) Zf JV( A) is finite, then Jf( R) is finite. The converse holds if Ass R 
is the restriction to R of Ass A. 
(c) If Ass A has no embedded primes and &(A) is finite, then A(R) is 
finite. 
(d) Suppose Ass R has no embedded primes and is the restriction to R 
of Ass A. Then A(R) is finite #and only tf d(A) is finite. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be accomplished by proving the following 
five propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Each member of Spec R contains only finitely many 
members of J(R). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a domain and let the domain B be finitely 
generated over R. Then N(R) (resp. A(R)) is finite if and only if N(B) 
(resp. A(B)) is jkite. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. N(R) is finite if and only if Jlr(R/Q) is finite for all 
Q E Ass R. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If &X(R) is infinite, then &(R/Q) is infinite for some 
Q E Ass R. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf J/i”(R) is finite, then A(R/Q) is finite for every Q 
which is maximal in Ass R. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The arguments for the various parts are all quite 
similar. We content ourselves with proving one direction of (d). 
Specifically, assume that Ass R has no embedded primes and is the restric- 
tion to R of Ass A. Assume also that .&‘(A) is finite. We will show that 
d(R) is finite. If not, then by Proposition 2.6 we have &(R/Q) in&rite for 
some QE Ass R. Now it is always true that there is a q1 E Ass A with 
q1 n R = Q. Let q2 be a maximal member of Ass A with q1 G q2. By 
hypothesis, q2 n R E Ass R, and as Ass R has no embedded primes, we see 
that q2 n R must equal q1 n R = Q. We can now find a prime q E Ass B with 
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q n A = q2. By Proposition 2.4 applied to R/Q& B/q, we have .&8(3/g) 
infinite. Now that same proposition applied to A/q, E B/q shows that 
JY(A/qJ is infinite. As q2 is maximal in Ass A, Proposition 2.7 shows that 
&(A) is infinite. This is a contradiction. The remaining arguments for 
Theorem 2.2 are left to the reader. 
We now begin proving Propositions 2.3-2.7. We need two tools. The first 
is an interesting result about grade. The next lemma is a translation of part 
of [l, IV, 610.61 from the language of preschemes to that of commutative 
rings. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let Q E Spec R. Then there is a b E R - Q such that for all 
P E Spec R with Q E P and b # P, we have gr P, = gr Q, + gr( PpfQp). 
The concept of a conforming pair will be our second tool. We remind the 
reader of the definition, and give three lemmas. 
DEFINITION. Let Q E Spec R and let WC Spec R. Suppose that W is 
infinite, and that each P E W properly contains Q. Then (Q, W) is called a 
conforming pair if for every infinite subset w’ of W, fi (PE W’> = Q. 
LEMMA 2.9 [2, Lemma 9.61. Let I be an ideal of R and let V be an 
infinite set of primes of R, each of which contains I. Then there is a conform- 
ing pair (Q, W) with IS. Q and W G V. 
Proof. By the ascending chain condition, expand Z to an ideal Q 
maxima1 with respect to having W= (P E VI Q c P} infinite. Then it is 
easily seen that Q is prime, and (Q, W) is a conforming pair. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let W be an infinite subset of Spec R and let Q E Spec R 
with Q c P for all P E W. Suppose that {P/Q 1 P E W} is a subset of B(R/Q). 
Then (Q, W) is a conforming pair. 
Proof: Let w be an infinite subset of W, and suppose that 
fi(P E II”) # Q. Pick x in that intersection but not in Q. For P E W’ we 
have x + Q G P/Q E 8( R/Q). Thus P/Q is a prime divisor of x + Q for all 
PE W’, which is impossible. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let (Q, W) be a conforming pair in R. The following are 
equivalent. 
(a) P E g(R) for all but finitely many P E W. 
(b) Q E Ass R, and P/Q E 9(R/Q) for all but finitely many P E W. 
Proof. Suppose (a) holds. Pick b 4 Q as in Lemma 2.8. By (a) and the 
fact that (Q, W) is conforming pair, we see that for all but finitely many 
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P E W we have b $ P E p(R). Therefore, 1 = gr P, = gr Qo + gr(Pp/Qp). 
Since Q #P, clearly gr Qo = 0 and gr(Pp/Qp) = 1. Thus Q E Ass R, and 
P/Q E g(R/Q). This proves (b). The converse is proved similarly. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let P be a prime with 
P 4 Ass R. Then P E b(R) if and only if P/Q E b( R/Q) for some Q E Ass R. 
Proof: This follows from standard facts about completions. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Suppose M(R) is infinite. Lemma 2.9 (taking 
I= 0) gives a conforming pair (Q, W) with WE M(R). Delete primes in 
Ass R from W. Lemma 2.11 shows Q E Ass R and P/Q E Y(R/Q) for 
infinitely many P E W. Since P E M(R), P $ b(R), and so by Lemma 2.12, 
we have P/Q $ &+(R/Q). This shows that P/Q E Ar(R/Q) for infinitely many 
PE w. 
Conversely, suppose that Q E Ass R and that M(R/Q) is infinite. Let 
W={PESpecRIQcPand P/QEM(R/Q)}. ByLemma2.10, (Q, W)isa 
conforming pair, and by Lemma 2.11, W’= {PE WI PEP(R)} is an 
infinite subset of W. Now we let W” = {P E W’ 1 P E b(R)}. If we can show 
that W” is finite, then W’ - W” will be an infinite subset of fl(R), and we 
will be done. Therefore, suppose that W” is infinite. By Lemma 2.12, there 
is a q E Ass R, and an infinite subset V of w” with q c P and P/q E b(R/q) 
for all PE V. By Lemma 2.10, (q, V) is a conforming pair. Since VG W, 
(Q, V) is also a conforming pair. Thus q = Q. If P E V, we see P/Q = P/q E 
6(R/q) = 6( R/Q), contradicting that P/Q E N(R/Q). 
LEMMA 2.13. Let R c B be a faithfully ji’at extension of Noetherian rings. 
Let PESpecBandletp=PnR. 
(i) If p E d(R) and P is minimal over pB, then P E b(B). 
(ii) Ifp$Ass R and PC&(B), then pEd(R). 
Proof: This is straightforward from standard facts about flatness. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Suppose there were a counterexample. 
Localizing at the offending prime would produce a local ring R with X(R) 
infinite. By Lemma 2.13, we may take R to be complete. Using 
Proposition 2.5, we may further assume that R is a domain. Now it is well 
known that the integral closure of a complete local domain R is a finite 
R-module. Lemma 2.1 shows that X(R) is finite, a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. If A(R) is infinite, then by Lemmas 2.9 and 
2.11, there is a Q E Ass R and an infinite subset W of A(R) such that for all 
PE W, Q c P and P/Q E g(R/Q). Proposition 2.3 shows that at most 
finitely many members of W are contained in some prime in Ass R, and 
deleting these, we may assume that W consists of regular primes. 
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Lemma 2.12 now shows that for every PE W, P/Q E &(R/Q), which is 
therefore infinite. 
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Suppose that A’(R) is finite, but that A!(R/Q) 
is infinite for some Q maximal in Ass R. By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11, there is 
an infinite subset W of 9(R) such that for all PE W, Q c P and P/Q E 
A(R/Q), but P # A!(R). Let U be the set consisting of primes in b(R) which 
contain at least one prime in W. Clearly, for p E U we must have p/Q 4 
&R/Q). Obviously W= ( Wn U) u ( Wn M(R)). Thus either Wn U or 
Wn M(R) is infinite. In either case, we see that U is infinite, the second 
case using Proposition 2.3 and the fact that every prime in W must be con- 
tained in some prime in U. By Lemma 2.12, there is a q E Ass R and an 
infinite subset V of U such that for all p E I’, q c p and p/q E d(R/q). By 
Lemma 2.10, (q, V) is a conforming pair. Therefore Q E n { p E V} = q. As 
Q is maximal in Ass R, we have q = Q. For any p E V we now have p/Q E 
&(R/Q). This is a contradiction, since we have already noted that for p E U, 
P/Q 4 S(RlQ I 
LEMMA 2.14. Let R be a Noetherian domain and let X be an indeter- 
minate ouer R. Then N(R[X]) = (PR[X] I PEA’“(R)} and A’(R[X]) = 
(PRCJA I PE A(R)}. 
Proof: If PE J(R), since R c R[X] is faithfully flat, it is easily seen 
that PR[X] EJV(R[X]), using Lemma 2.13. Let qEM(R[X]), and let 
p = q n R. Then p # 0, since if it did, either q = 0, implying q $ .Y( R[X] ), or 
height q=l, implying qE&(R[X]). For O#a~p, qE.Y(R[X]) implies 
that q is a prime divisor of aR[X]. It is well known that this implies 
q =pR[X] and p is a prime divisor of aR, so that p E B(R). That p E A’-(R) 
now follows from Lemma 2.13. This proves the first statement. The other is 
done identically. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let R c B be a finite free integral extension of Noetherian 
domains. Then N(B)= {QcSpecBIQnRE.M(R)} and A(B)= 
{QESpec BlQnREA(R)}. 
ProoJ: Let 0 # P E Spec R, and let Q be any prime of Spec B lying over 
P. As our extension is integral, Q is minimal over PB. As our extension is 
faithfully flat, we see that PE Y(R) if and only if Q E Y(B). The present 
lemma therefore follows from Lemma 2.13 and going up. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let 0 #a be an element in the Noetherian domain R. Then 
M(R) (resp. A!(R)) isfinite ifand only ifX(R[l/a]) (resp. JZ(R[l/a]) is 
finite. 
Proof Both 9(R) and d(R) behave well with respect to localization. 
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Only finitely many primes are lost in passing from Y(R) to 9(R[ l/a]). 
With this in mind, the proof is straightforward, except for the possibility 
that J(R) is finite but ~Y(R[l/al) is infinite. We dismiss this as follows. 
Let W be the set of primes in Spec R which are not in A(R), but are the 
contraction of a prime in JZ(R[l/a]). W is infinite. Let U consist of the 
primes in b(R) which contain at least one prime in W. Note that each 
prime in U must contain a, since it vanishes when passing to R[ l/u]. Each 
prime in U is a prime divisor of uR, and so U is finite. Now 
W = ( Wn U) u ( Wn N(R)). Clearly Wn U is finite. By Proposition 2.3, 
and the fact that every prime in W must be contained in some prime in U, 
we see that Wn N(R) is also finite. Thus W is finite, a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. We may assume that B = R[x]. If x is trans- 
cendental over R, the result follows from Lemma 2.14. If x is algebraic over 
R, then let u be the leading coefficient of a nonzero polynomial of minimal 
degree over R having x as a root. By Lemma 2.16, we may replace R E B 
by R[ l/u] G B[l/u]. This last is a finite free integral extension, and so 
Lemma 2.15 completes the argument. 
3. QUESTIONS 
QUESTION 1. If A(R) is finite, will A(R/Q) be finite for all Q E Ass R 
(instead of just the Q maximal in Ass R as in Proposition 2.7)? 
QUESTION 2. Is there a strong version of Theorem 2.2(d), in which the 
hypothesis that R have no embedded prime divisors of zero is deleted? 
We suspect hat the answer to both these questions is no. We now show 
that the two questions are equivalent. 
PRoposIT10~ 3.7. The answer to Question 1 is yes if and only if the 
answer to Question 2 is yes. 
Proof If the answer to Question 1 is yes, then a straightforward 
argument using Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 would show that the answer to 
Question 2 is yes. Conversely, suppose that the answer to Question 1 is no. 
Then for some R and Q E Ass R, we have A!(R) is finite, but A(R/Q) is 
infinite. We let q, n . .. n qn = 0 be a primary decomposition of zero, with 
Radq,=Q. Let B=R/q,@ ... Q R/q,, and embed R in B in the obvious 
way. Now B is a finite R-module, and primes in Ass B contract to primes in 
Ass R. Thus R E B satisfies the hypothesis of the “strong version” of 
theorem 2.2(d) which we are considering. We claim that it does not satisfy 
the conclusion, which will show that the answer to Question 2 is no, as 
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desired. By assumption, we have that 4!(R) is finite, and will show that 
A(B) is infinite. Were it finite, then since B has no embedded prime 
divisors of zero, by Proposition 2.7, we would have A(B/p) finite for all 
p E Ass B. However, for p = Q/q1 0 R/q, 0 . . . @ Rfq,, we have BJp = R/Q, 
and we would contradict that d(R/Q) is infinite. 
EXAMPLE. We give an example of a Noetherian domain R, with 
N(R) = d(R) infinite. With K a field and X= {Xi 1 i = 1, 2,...} and 
Y = { Yil i= 1,2,...} two infinite sets of indeterminates, consider K[X, Y], 
and let D consist of those polynomials f such that if some Xi is a factor of 
some monomial off, then either x or Y, is a factor of that monomial. Let 
P, = (Xi, Yi) K[X; Y] n D. Let S be the complement in D of the union of 
the Pi and let R = D,. We leave it to the reader to verify that the maximal 
ideals of R are exactly the P,R, that R is Noetherian, and that each P,R is 
in E?(R). We claim no Pi R is in 8(R). The integral closure of R localized at 
P,R is the finite extension L[X,, Yi] localized at (XiYi), with 
L=K(X- {Xj}, Y- { Yj}). Th e completion of this last ring obviously does 
not contain a depth 1 prime divisor of zero, and so our claim follows by 
[3, 3.81. 
QUESTION 3. Is there a Noetherian domain with N(R) infinite, but 
A!(R) finite? (We suspect there is.) 
The authors wish to thank the referee for numerous valuable suggestions 
concerning the presentation of these results. 
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